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(57) ABSTRACT 

A computationally efficient method for calculating near- 
optimal solutions to the three-objective, linear control allo- 
cation problem is disclosed. The control allocation problem 
is that of distributing the effort of redundant control effectors 
to achieve some desired set of objectives. The problem is 
deemed linear if control effectiveness is affine with respect 
to the individual control effectors. The optimal solution is 
that which exploits the collective maximum capability of the 
effectors within their individual physical limits. Computa- 
tional efficiency is measured by the number of floating-point 
operations required for solution. The method presented 
returned optimal solutions in more than 90% of the cases 
examined; non-optimal solutions returned by the method 
were typically much less than 1% different from optimal and 
the errors tended to become smaller than 0.01% as the 
number of controls was increased. The magnitude of the 
errors returned by the present method was much smaller 
than those that resulted from either pseudo inverse or 
cascaded generalized inverse solutions. The computational 
complexity of the method presented varied linearly with 
increasing numbers of controls; the number of required 
floating point operations increased from 5.5 i, to seven times 
faster than did the minimum-norm solution (the 
pseudoinverse), and at about the same rate as did the 
cascaded generalized inverse solution. The computational 
requirements of the method presented were much better than 
that of previously described facet-searching methods which 
increase in proportion to the square of the number of 
controls. 

13 Claims, 14 Drawing Sheets 
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COMPUTATIONALLY EFFICIENT CONTROL 
ALLOCATION 

This geometry is presented as equations that define indi- 
vidual facets of the polytope. The optimal control allocation 
problem is then to take an arbitrary half-line in three- 

Application Serial No. 601153684, filed on SeP. 14, 1999, zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAs it intersects. This is a well-known problem in computational 
the entire contents of which is incorporated by reference geometry, see, for ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l ,  p, K,, R~~~~ 
herein. Searching, in the Handbook of Discrete and Computational 

The U S .  Government has a paid-up license in this Geometry, 1997, CRC Press LLc, pp, 575-598; and 
invention and the right in limited circumstances to require Pellegrini, M,, Ray Shooting and Lines in Space, in the 

This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional dimensional objective space and determine with which facet 

the patent Owner to license Others On 

provided for by the term Of Grant/Contract 
terms as 10 Handbook of Discrete and Computational Geometry, 1997 

CRC Press LLC, pp, 599-614, There the problem is often 
posed as how the facets should be represented in order to 
efficiently calculate the required intersection. 

The calculation of the complete geometry of the polytope 

render it impractical for real-time implementation in current 

the geometry for at least two reasons. First, the attainable 
moments continually change with the state of the aircraft zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

20 and pre-calculation would require a large amount of storage 
to adequately represent the flight envelope. Second, control 
redundancy makes feasible real-time reconfiguration follow- 
ing control failure identification. The number of permuta- 
tions of control failures required to account for all eventu- 

25 alities is quite large, and each permutation creates a new 
polytope. Therefore, there is no current interest in methods 
of solving the optimal allocation problem that requires 
calculation of the complete geometry of the attainable 
moments, 

The method Of 

problem as previously practiced does not generally require 
calculation Of the geometry Of the polytope. 
Instead, facets are generated in pairs and tested the 

of 35 facet containing the intersection is found. Extensive efforts 
was 

awarded by NASA. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
This invention generally relates to solving control allo- is by itself of sufficient computational complexity as to 

cation problems, and particularly to a method for 

objective control allocation problem, for example, of the 
type used in setting control surfaces (i,.,, moment 
generators) of an aircraft. 

calculating optimal and/or near-optimal solutions to a three- flight control computers. It is not desirable to pre-calculate 

2. Description of the Related Art 
Traditional aircraft design included three aerodynamic 

controls for each of the rotational degrees of freedom: 
ailerons for roll, elevator for pitch, and rudder for yaw. 
Modern tactical aircraft have more than the classical three 
moment generators in numbers nearing twenty. 

effectors admits Of an 
infinite number of combinations that satisfy a particular 
objective, so long as the physical limits of the effectors are 30 

not considered. Consideration of these physical limits leads 
to unique solutions at the maximum collective capab es of 
the effectors. The distribution of these several controls to 
achieve specific objectives is the general control allocation 
problem, The determination of the unique 
control effectors that yield maximum collective capabilities 

The redundancy Of these 

the Optima’ 

have been made to find ways to that the 

is the optimal control allocation problem, A particular ~ 0 1 ~ -  
tion to the general problem, if attainable, may be found by 

found quickly, i.e., with few facets being generated. 
these methods can reduce the average search time, none Of 

scaling the optimal solution, All other solutions to the these methods are able to obviate the worst-case possibility 
general problem may then be characterized as that particular 40 in which the facets have to be generated. 
solution plus components of deflection that do not change Only two other control allocation methods have demon- 
the attained objective, i.e., that lie in the null space of the strated the capability to generate optimal, Or near-oPtimal, 
control effectiveness matrix. solutions: The method of cascaded generalized inverses and 

~~~~l~~~~~~ of the geometry of the control allocation h e a r  programming methods. Cascaded generalized inverse 

trol ~ l l ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ , ~  ~~~~~~l of Guidance, control,  and linearly with the number of controls, but frequently return 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ,  1993, 16(4), pp, 717-725; Durham, W, C, solutions to optimal problems that have extremely large 
“Attainable M~~~~~~ for the constrained control d loca-  errors in both the magnitude and direction of its solutions. 
tion Problem,” ~~~~~~l of Guidance, control, and ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ,  See Bordingnon, K. A,, “Constrained Control Allocation for 
1994, 17(6), pp, 1371-1373; and Durham, W, C, “con- Systems with Redundant Control Effectors,” Aerospace zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA& 
strained Control Allocation: Three-Moment Problem,” J ~ ~ ~ -  Ocean Engineering, Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State 
nal of Guidance, Control, and Dynamics, 1994,17(2), pp. University, 2523 1996. 
33Ck336. The geometry of the attainable moments in the Linear programming methods typically do return admis- 
three-objective problem is, in general, the projection of an sible solutions to optimal problems, but have computational 
m-dimensional rectangular box (where m is the number of 5s requirements as bad or worse than the facet-searching 
control effectors) into three dimensions. The resulting poly- method. See Bordingnon, K. A., “Constrained Control Nlo-  
tope is a generalized zonotope (see Ziegler, G. M., Lectures cation for Systems with Redundant Control Effectors,” 
on Prototypes First (revised) ed. ‘‘Graduate Texts in Aerospace & Ocean Engineering, Virginia Polytechnic Insti- 
Mathematics,” ed. Vol. 152, 1995, p. 370), differing from a tute zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA8~ State University, 252, 1996; Buffington, J. M., 
true zonotope only in that the m-dimensional rectangular 60 ‘‘Tailless Aircraft Control Allocation,” M u - 9 7 - 3 6 0 5 ,  
box is not required to be a cube. Methods of solving the MAAGuidance, Navigation, and ControLAugust 1997; and 
optimal allocation problem may be loosely divided into two Enns, “Control Allocation Approaches,” MA.4 98-4109, 
groups: Those that explicitly calculate all or part of the Guidance, Navigation, and Control, August 1998. 
geometry of the subset of attainable moments, and those that In view of the foregoing, it is therefore clear that there is 
do not. 65 a need for a method of determining optimal and/or near- 

Calculation of the geometry of the subset of attainable optimal solutions for a control allocation problem that is 
moments is simple but requires m (m-1) sets of calculations. more computationally efficient than previous methods. 

problem is explained in Durham, W, C,, ‘‘Constrained Con- 4s (CGI) algorithms have computational requirements that vary 
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION FIG. 19 is a graph plotting percentage error versus num- 
ber of controls for pseudoinverse; and 

It is one object of the present invention to provide an 
improved method for calculating a solution to a control 
allocation problem, and more specifically one which deter- 
mines the optimal combination of control effectors of an 

20(a) is a diagram showing a 'pace @ 3 2  with 
Y3 Oriented 

P3, and 
Out Of the page and the Optimal 

20(b) shows the zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA@z, and its 

aircraft, robot, or other machines with a greatly reduced 
number of floating-point operations than required by exist- 
ing methods, as well as improved accuracy and reduced 
errors compared with existing methods. 

achieved by a method for calculating optimal and/or near- 
optimal solutions to a three-objective control allocation 
problem. The method includes defining a solution space, 
rotating the solution space until one dimension of an optimal 1s dance with the present invention; and 
point is recognized, determining an intersection of an opti- 
mal point in at least one other dimension, and setting control 
effectors of an aircraft based on said optimal points. The 
defining step includes defining a polytope representing said 
three-objective control allocation problem, and the rotating 2o 

step includes rotating said polytope. 

Optima' 

mined in accordance with the Present invention. 
FIGS. 21(a)<d) show how other edges may be deter- 

FIG. 22 is a diagram showing vertices and an edge- 
The foregoing and other objects of the invention are crossing solution for the two-dimensional projection shown 

in FIG. 20(b); 
FIG. 23 is a diagram showing an approximation of a 

solution of a control allocation space computed in accor- 

FIG, 24 is a flow diagram showing steps included in the 
method of the present invention, 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

The present invention is a method of solving the three- 
objective optimal control allocation problem. First and sec- 
ond preferred embodiments of this method solve the three- 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

is a diagram showing a two-objective objective, optimal control allocation problem by solving a 
2s series of two-dimensional problems, The solution may be moment 'pace zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA(AMs) for a 

problem with Seven contro1s2 where the 
represent the two objectives; 

for the obtainable objectives in FIG. 1; 

dimensional zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAAMs of FIG. 1 to identify ytXNan; 

dimensional AMs of FIG. 1 to identify edge crossing the 

x-axis; 3s Problem Statement 
FIG. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA5 is a diagram showing a three-dimensional AMs in 

an arbitrary orientation; 
FIG. 6 is a diagram showing an orientation of the three- 

FIG. 7 is a diagram showing an orientation of the three- 40 i = l  

and y used to characterize all solutions to the general control 
allocation problem, and may be used as the basis for solution 
of the four-dimensional optimal objective problem. FIG. 2 is a diagram showing the identification of Y+rm 

FIG. 3 is a diagram showing a rotation of the two- 1. The First Preferred Embodiment 30 

The first preferred embodiment of the method of the 
present invention addresses the following problem state- 
ment: 

The problem statement involves a linear map B from 

9trn+9t3, y=Bu, where u zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAexrn are the controls with effec- 

tiveness B in generating the objectives ye%'. The subset of 

m, The subset of attainable objectives zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA@ is the image 
of Q, y = ~ u e @ + u e ~ Z .  The three-objective optimal control 
allocation problem is, given B, Q, and a half-line 1 in the 
direction of some arbitrary desired objective yd, find the 

4s intersection of 1 with a(@), the convex hull of @. In a 
preferred embodiment of the invention, it is desired that the 
computational complexity of the algorithm used to calcu- 
lated the intersection increases linearly with m. 
The Two-Dimensional Problem 

to the three Objective 
optimal allocation problem determined in accordance with 
the present invention, a similar two-dimensional problem is 

considered in which ye%'. FIG. 1 shows the attainable 

5s controls. The x and y coordinates represent the two objec- 

A For this problem, Be%brn. and B is considered as the 

is a diagram showing a rotation Of the 

AMs Of with with the x-axis; admissible controls is Q, U E Q + U , , , i ~ U i ~ U , a x , i ,  where 

dimensional AMs of FIG. 5 following a rotation about the 
x-axis; 

FIG. 8 is a graph showing required floating-point opera- 
tions for a facet search; 

FIG. 9 is a graph showing required floating-point opera- 
tions for other methods; 

FIG, 10 is a graph plotting number of 
number of controls; 

FIG. 11 is a graph plotting percentage error versus number so 
of controls; 

FIG. 12 is a graph plotting number of errors versus 
number of bisections; 

number of bisections; 
FIG. 14 is a graph plotting floating-point operations 

versus number of bisections; 
FIG. 15 is a graph plotting percentage of error versus 

number of controls for the CGI method (100% maximum 
attainable); 

FIG. 16 is a graph plotting required floating-point opera- 
tions for 21-500 controls; 

FIG. 17 is a graph plotting number of errors versus It is straightforward to calculate four of the vertices of @: 

FIG. 18 is a graph plotting percentage error versus num- and the ones with the minimum and maximum 
y-components. This is accomplished by examining the signs 

Before examining the 

FIG, 13 is a graph plotting percentage of error versus Objectives for a generated problem with Seven 

tives. 

'Ow vectors: 

(1) 
60 

number of controls for edge-searching, 21-500 controls; 65 the Ones with the minimum and maximum x-components 

ber of controls for the CGI method, 21-500 controls; 
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of the entries in each of rl and r2. In accordance with a 
preferred embodiment, we are concerned only with the 
vertex with the maximum x-component. The x-component 
for any u is given by rlu. Therefore, if the sign of a particular 
entry of rl is positive, then the corresponding control should 
be set to its maximum value, and if the sign is negative the 
control should be set to its minimum value. Denote by zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAuxN, 
the vector of controls that results from this operation. The 
coordinates of the vertex with maximum x-component is 
then given by y,,M,=Bu,Na,. The other three vertices are 
found in similar fashion. FIG. 2 shows Y,,~, for the 
obtainable objectives in FIG. 1. 

Vertices alone do not convey much information about the 
geometry of the problem. Knowing that two vertices are 
connected by an edge provides a far more substantive 
indication of this geometry. We now consider a continuous 
rotation of the x-y axes through an angle zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA$, represented by 

B ‘ = [ : ] = T B , T = [  cos4 sin4 ] 
-sin# cos4 zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

As the axes are rotated, the signs of the entries in rtl will 
change, identifying new controls utxN, and new coordi- 
nates for ytXNan as functions of $, zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAutxNax($) and y’x,Max($). 
The angle zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA$1, at which the first such sign change occurs 
identifies the controls u’,~,($~) and the vertex Y’,,~,($~) 
that is connected to the original Y’,,~, by an edge. The 
identification of this first edge is shown in FIG. 3. By 
continuing to increase the angle $, the complete geometry of 
a($) may be determined. 

Clearly, it is impractical to vary $ and observe when signs 
of entries in rtl change. Instead, according to a preferred 
embodiment of the invention, the angles at which the entries 
of rtl are zero are calculated, since this indicates that the sign 
of that entry will change. This is just another way of saying 
that a zero in the ith entry of rtl indicates that x’ is perpen- 
dicular to all edges that are the images of all edges of L2 
defined by the ith control. Here, the edge in question is one 
of the two that mapped to the boundary of @. 

at which the j“ entry of rtl, rtlJ is zero is 
given by 

The angle 

r’l,l=rl,l cos @l+rz,l sin @l=O, 

@l=~tan~l(rl, l /r l, l) (3) 

By calculating the angle $], j=1 . . . m, a list of 2 m angles 
is created that define each of the vertices of @; the list is 
ordered by control number. To order the list so that edges are 
defined, the angles are placed in the range zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA05$152x and 
sorted from least to greatest. The sorted indices of the 
original list then indicate the controls associated with each 
edge proceeding anti-clockwise from the original vertex, 
yxNan. This list constitutes sufficient information to recon- 
struct the complete geometry @. 

Without loss of generality, assume the desired objective 
Y, lies along the x-axis; that is, that 1 is the positive x-axis. 
A suitable transformation of the problem can always be 
found to make this true. 

To solve the optimal allocation problem, the preferred 
embodiment requires only the edge that crosses the x-axis. 
That edge is characterized by a change in sign of its 
y-component when proceeding from one vertex to the next. 
If the y-component of the original vertex is negative (as 
shown in FIG. 3), we proceed anti-clockwise through the 
list, calculating the y-component of each new vertex until its 
sign changes. If the y-component of Yx,M, is positive, then zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
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we proceed clockwise until the edge that crosses the x-axis 
is identified. The resulting edge for the example problem is 
shown in FIG. 4. 

For computational efficiency, only one quadrant of verti- 
ces is required to be sorted, and the change in y-component 
of each vertex may be calculated by subtracting the contri- 
bution of the vertex being left and adding the component of 
the next vertex. The actual values of the angles $j, j=1 . . . 
m are not required, just their relative magnitude. Based on 
this observation, a very coarse approximation to the arctan- 
gent function may be used. 
The Three-Dimensional Problem 

two-dimensional problem: 
The case of is now considered. Similar to the 

B =  [ (4) 

FIG. 5 shows the attainable objectives for a randomly 
generated problem with seven controls. The x, y and z 
coordinates represent the three objectives. As with the 
two-objective problem, it is assumed that the three-objective 
problem has been transformed by TJ3 so that 1 is the positive 
x-axis. The transformation T, is, of course, not unique, since 
any additional rotation T, purely about the x-axis leaves 1 
aligned with the positive x-axis. The subset of attainable 
moments from along the positive z-axis is now viewed, the 
result of which is shown in FIG. 6. 

FIG. 6 is the same as FIG. 1 with the extra detail of the 
facets of the three-dimensional polytope. The intersection of 
1 with the facet that contains the solution is shown. Denote 
the point of intersection p. We may treat FIG. 6 as a 
two-dimensional problem and identify the edge that crosses 
the x-axis, but that edge does not in general form part of the 
desired facet. Even if that edge did form part of the desired 
facet, a single edge is insufficient to define a facet. 

Now consider the additional rotation T, about the x-axis. 
It is clear that there is some angle 0, at which the point p will 
lie exactly on the limb of the three-dimensional polytope as 
viewed from the positive z-axis (there are actually two, 
separated by x radians). Because the point p lies in a facet 
of the three-dimensional polytope, the orientation for which 
it lies exactly on the limb of the polytope is that for which 
the plane of the facet is parallel to the z-axis from which the 
limb is viewed. One of these two cases is shown in FIG. 7. 

Assume that the angle 0, can be found. For some suitably 
small changes +A0, in e,, the point p will rotate forward and 
backward from its position exactly on the limb, and two of 
the edges that define the facet that contains p will alternately 
constitute the edge of the two-dimensional figure, one that is 
“in front” of p and one that is “behind” p. The edge that is 
“in front” has a positive z-component, and the one that is 
“behind” has a negative z-component. Each of these two 
edges may be identified exactly as was done for the two- 
objective optimal allocation problem. 

The angle 0, cannot be determined analytically, but that 
angle is not what is needed: just the two edges that lie in 
front of and behind p. To find these two edges, we begin with 
some arbitrary orientation such as shown in FIG. 6. The edge 
of the two-dimensional figure that crosses the x-axis is 
identified and its z-component calculated. The figure is 
rotated in three-dimensions through an angle Bo about the 
x-axis and another edge is identified. This is repeated until 
the sign of the z-component of the identified edge changes. 
The last two edges identified-ne in front of the x-axis and 
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one behind-are candidates for defining the desired facet. If The third allocation method implemented was the cas- 
they define a facet that contains the point p the problem is caded generalized inverse (CGI). This algorithm began with 
solved. If not, then the direction of rotation is reversed and the pseudoinverse solution as described above. If this solu- 
a smaller angle zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAel is used. This process is repeated until the tion resulted in over-saturated controls, those controls were 
facet is identified. s set to their corresponding limits and removed from the 

There is no theoretical lower limit to the size of the angle problem. Removal from the problem was accomplished by 
to be used in a given rotation. In computer applications there subtracting the contribution of the saturated controls from 
is a practical lower limit that depends on the numerical the desired objective, removing the appropriate columns 
precision employed, because the sine and cosine of some from the B matrix, and repeating the pseudoinverse solution 
suitably small angle will be represented as exactly 0 and 1. i o  with the remaining controls. This process was continued 
This limit is obviously machine-dependent. until either no more controls were over-saturated, or the zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
An Exemplary Implementation number of remaining controls was fewer than three. In the 

The algorithm described above was implemented in ver- latter case a least squares solution was obtained for the 
sion 5 of MATLAB. The number of floating point operations residual objective using the remaining controls. Uniformly 
required was determined using the MATLAB function flops. is random B matrices and desired objectives were generated 
The initial angle was nl4 and bisection was used at each for numbers of controls ranging from four to 500. For all 
rotation reversal. The required transformation for any rota- allocation methods except CGI, the magnitudes of the 
tion was therefore always one of a small set of desired objectives was of made sufficiently large to assure 
transformations, and permitted use of a table of sines and they were unattainable. For the CGI method the desired 
cosines of nl4, XIS, nl16 for use in the transformations zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA20 objective was scaled to the maximum attainable (preserving 
and avoided repeated transcendental function calculations. direction). The desired objective presented to the CGI algo- 
The number of bisections allowed was variable, but an rithm was increased to 110% of maximum attainable for 
absolute maximum number of bisections was set at nine. some of the results to be presented. The values in the B 
This number was arrived at following evaluation of the matrices were within the range 21. Control limits were set 
performance of the algorithm for a broad range of problem zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAzs at 21 for each case. Each case examined consisted of 100 
sizes, from four controls to 500. If a solution was not found different problems for which statistics were evaluated. The 
after the prescribed number of bisections, the last two statistics consisted of maximum and mean of the number of 
distinct edges found were used to calculate an approximate floating-point operations required for the edge searching, 
solution. This approximate solution was calculated by lin- facet-searching, and CGI algorithms. 
early interpolating from the y- and z-coordinates of the 30 Errors for the edge-searching algorithm were defined as 
vertices of the edges found to find a point on 1. The controls those cases in which the algorithm returned an approximate 
associated with those vertices were then combined accord- solution. The number of such errors was accumulated for 
ing to the interpolation factors. each case. The magnitude of the objective that resulted from 
Allocation Methods Implemented the approximate solution was compared, where available, 

Three other allocation algorithms were also implemented 3s with that of the optimal solution; the mean and maximum 
to provide comparison data. The first algorithm was based percentage of error was calculated for each case. The 
on the exhaustive facet search described above. The facet- number of floating-point operations required for the pseudo- 
search algorithm did not have provisions to check for special inverse was constant for a given number of controls. The 
cases, principally those that deal with singular zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA3x3 partitions facet-searching algorithm was not employed for numbers of 
of B, but rather added random, small, physically insignifi- 40 controls greater than twenty because of the very high 
cant numbers to the elements of B to avoid mathematical computation times required. The results for numbers of 
singularities. These perturbations serve as tie-breakers in the controls from four to twenty is of primary interest in aircraft 
event of coplanar facets. The results of the facet-search flight control applications, and those results are presented 
algorithm were used to ascertain the optimality of the separately. 
edge-searching algorithm. The number of floating point 4s Data for the error in the pseudoinverse and the CGI 
requirements required for the facet-search algorithm was algorithm solutions were determined by comparison with the 
determined assuming the worst case (last facet examined optimal (facet-search algorithm) for numbers of controls less 
contains the solution), and used for performance compari- than or equal to 20. For numbers of controls greater than 20, 
son. the results of the edge-search algorithm were taken as 

The second allocation method implemented was the SO optimal for determination of the errors. Errors were calcu- 
pseudoinverse. This solution was determined by calculating lated as the magnitude of the difference between the maxi- 
P=BT [BBT]-’ using the MATLAB matrix inversion func- mum attainable desired objective vector (preserving 
tion inv. The solution yielded by the pseudoinverse was direction) and that returned by the CGI algorithm, divided 
uniformly scaled if required to yield admissible control by the magnitude of the maximum desired objective vector. 
deflections. The number of floating-point operations ss Results 
required for these calculations was used for comparison with Four to Twenty Controls: Required Floating-point Opera- 
the edge-searching algorithm. The pseudoinverse is known tions. FIG. 8 shows the number of required floating point 
to provide inadmissible solutions over a very large range of operations for the facet-searching algorithm for cases of 
attainable desired objectives for a given problem. See numbers of controls ranging from four to twenty. The 
Bordignon, K. A,, “Constrained Control Allocation for Sys- 60 number of floating point operations required were fit with 
tems with Redundant Control Effectors,” Ph.D. Thesis, quadratic polynomials with least-square errors and yielded 
Aerospace & Ocean Engineering, Virginia Polytechnic Insti- nFL,,=5122-807(m-4)+712(m-4)2 for the mean, and 
tute & State University, 252 pp. 1996. The comparison is nFL,,=6968-1244(m-4)+901(m-4)2 for the maximum sta- 
therefore not between two methods that claim optimal or tistic. Both curve fits had the same error, r2=0.999. 
near optimal results. It is offered nonetheless because the 65 FIG. 9 shows the number of required floating point 
sub-optimality of results is a valid trade-off with numerical operations for the other allocation methods for cases of 
complexity. numbers of controls ranging from four to twenty, using a 
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maximum of five bisections for the edge-search algorithm. less than 15% for the 110% attainable cases. For the 100% 
The pseudoinverse data were fit perfectly with nFL,,=307+ attainable cases, the greatest maximum error was nearly 
48(m-4). The edge-searching algorithm data were fit with 39% at nine controls, and the least maximum error was 
straight lines given by nFL,,=904+172(m-4) for the mean 0.38% at ten controls. For the 110% attainable cases, the 
(r2=0.996) and nFL,,=1701+ 264(m-4)(r2=0.994) for the s greatest maximum error was 180% at six controls, and the 
maximum statistic. The CGI algorithm data (with desired least maximum error was 27% at twenty controls. All errors, 
objectives 100% of maximum attainable) were fit with maximum and mean, showed some tendency to diminish as 
straight lines given by for the mean (r2=0.999), and zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAnFLops= the number of controls increased. 
746+414(m-4)(r2=0.984) for the maximum statistic. Based Many More Controls: Required Floating Point Opera- 
on these curve fits the maximum floating point operations i o  tions. FIG. 16 shows the number of required floating point 
required for the edge-searching and CGI algorithms coin- operations for cases of numbers of controls ranging from 21 
cided at around ten or eleven controls, above which the to 500, using a maximum of eight bisections for the edge- 
edge-searching algorithm required fewer operations. In the searching algorithm. The number of controls was increased 
worst cases the edge-searching algorithm requirements by one from 21 to 55 controls, then by five from 55 to 200 
increased 5.5 times faster than the aseudoinverse. and the is controls. and finallv bv 25 from 200 to 500 controls. The 
CGI algorithm requirements increased 1.6 times faster than 
the edge-searching algorithm. 

Four to Twenty Controls: Errors. FIG. 10 shows the 
number of errors encountered using the edge-searching 
algorithm for each case of 100 problems (with five bisec- 
tions maximum). The number of errors ranged from three at 
the cases of four, five, and ten controls, to 17 for the case of 
19 controls. The percentage error (compared to the optimal), 
mean and maximum for the number of errors in FIG. 10 is 
shown in FIG. 11. The percentage error generally declined zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

i ,  

maximum number of floating point operations required for 
the edge-search algorithm increased according to nFlops= 
7699+338(m-21), and its mean according to nF,,,=2852+ 
223(m-21)(r2=0.998 for each The maximum number of 

20 floating point operations required for the CGI algorithm 
(with desired objectives 100% of maximum attainable) 
increased according to nF,0ps=6165+359(m-21), and its 10 
mean according to nF,,,=3972+325(m-21)(r2=0.999 for 
each). The number of floating point operations required for zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

zs the pseudoinverse increased according to nF,,,=1119+48 
as the number of controls is increased. The greatest maxi- (m-21). In the worst cases, the edge-searching algorithm 
mum error occurred in one of the three errors associated with requirements increased seven times faster than the 
the case of four controls and was 4.4%; the least maximum pseudoinverse, and the CGI algorithm requirements 
error occurred in one of the twelve errors associated with the increased 1.06 times faster than the edge-searching algo- 
case of 18 controls and was 0.034%. 30 rithm. 

FIG. 12 explores the relationship between the number of Many More Controls: Errors. The number of errors that 
edge-searching errors and the number of bisections for the resulted from each of the cases presented in FIG. 16 is 
case of fifteen controls. Each point represents 100 problems shown in FIG. 17. The number of errors showed a general 
with the same number of maximum permitted bisections. increasing trend throughout, although there are several 
The number of errors was greatest at three bisections and is 3s exceptions to this generalization. No errors at all were 
38. The number of errors decreased monotonically as the returned for the cases 25 and 37. In no case was the number 
maximum number of permitted bisections were increased, of errors greater than eleven, which was encountered once 
and reached a minimum of two with seven bisections. The (500 controls). 
number of errors then remained constant for eight and nine Determination of the percentage error for the edge- 
bisections. 40 searching algorithm for numbers of controls greater than 20 

The percentages of error for the same results as given in was examined by spot-checking. Cases of 50,100,150,200, 
FIG. 12 are shown in FIG. 13. The greatest maximum and 250, and 300 controls were evaluated using the bisecting 
mean errors both occurred at three bisections and were edge-searching algorithm, and repeated for each with ran- 
1.37% and 0.202%, respectively. Both the maximum and dom problems until a non-optimal solution was returned. 
mean error statistics decreased as the number of bisections 4s The facet search was then employed for that problem to 
was increased until six bisections was reached. At that point determine the optimal solution. Thus each result is for a 
the maximum of the seven errors that occurred was 0.01% sample of one. The results were as follows: 50 controls, 
and the mean was 0.005%. Both statistics increased roughly 0.00362% error; 100 controls, 0.00107% error; 150 controls, 
six-fold from six to seven bisections. As the number of 0.000146% error; 200 controls, 5.52e-05% error; 250 
bisections was further increased, the error statistics returned SO controls, 0.000116% error; and 300 controls, 0.000157% 
to a level at or less than that seen at six bisections. The error. 
number of floating point operations required to solve the The mean and maximum CGI errors for numbers of 
fifteen-control case is shown in FIG. 14, corresponding to controls from 21 through 500 are shown in FIG. 18. Data axe 
the results in FIGS. 12 and 13. The maximum number of shown for the cases of 100% and 110% of maximum 
floating point operations varied with the number of bisec- ss attainable objective presented to the algorithm. Each of the 
tions according to nF,ops=3464+497(nB,,..,,-4)(r2=0.966). statistics showed a tendency to decrease as the number of 
The mean number of floating point operations was minimum controls increased. For 100% maximum attainable 
at three bisections (2551) and increased by 12.5% to a value objective, the mean was greatest at 21 controls (0.225%) and 
of 2869 operations at six bisections. The mean number of least at 475 controls (0.000017%), and the maximum was 
operations then decreased somewhat to 2762 operations at 60 greatest at 21 controls (19.4%) and least at 475 controls 
seven bisections, then increased again to 2895 operations at (0.00045%). For 110% maximum attainable objective, the 
nine bisections. mean was greatest at 22 controls (7.76%) and least at 425 

FIG. 15 shows the mean and maximum error for the CGI controls (1-39%), and the maximum was greatest at 23 
allocation method for numbers of controls from four to controls (39%) and least at 475 controls (3-66%). 
twenty, for the cases in which the desired objectives was 65 The minimum, mean, and maximum pseudoinverse errors 
100% and 110% of maximum attainable. The mean error for numbers of controls from 4 through 500 are shown in 
was less than 1.0% for the 100% attainable cases, and was FIG. 19. All three statistics show the same trend, increasing 
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rapidly through the data for 50 controls, then increasing less subtended by a given facet. In general, the more facets there 
rapidly through 500 controls. The minimum and maximum are, the smaller will be the angles. When there are few 
errors showed wide variance relative to the mean error, controls the size of these angles is generally larger, and any 
which appears relatively smooth. The mean error was 38% erroneous solution will consist of two edges that are “far 
at zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA20 controls, 44% at 50 controls, and thereafter gradually s apart”. The converse is likely true, that with a large number 
rose to 50% at 500 controls. The minimum error was below of controls the two erroneous edges will be closer. 
1% at four and five controls, below 10% at seven and eight Unfortunately, this conjecture does not explain why the 
controls, and everywhere else greater than 10%. The trend number of errors does not increase more rapidly with the 
for minimum error approached 40% for numbers of controls number of controls than it does. It would intuitively seem 
greater than ten. The greatest maximum error was just over i o  that if the two desired edges are separated by small angles, 
60% at 175 controls, and appeared to be tending toward this then very small angles of rotation would be required to 
value at greater numbers of controls. resolve them. This apparent contradiction remains an open 
Discussion question, but one that will not be pursued too vigorously 

The quadratic increase of floating point operations since the observed behavior is considered advantageous. 
required vs. number of controls for the facet search algo- is The rationale for the maximum number of bisections used to 
rithm was anticipated, since the number of facets in the generate the results was as follows: For numbers of controls 
general case with m controls is given by 2 m(m-1). The from four to twenty, the facet search algorithm was reason- 
variability in the number of floating point operations ably fast, and thus provided optimal solutions to calculate 
required for the farcet search algorithms in the worst case is errors in other methods. Five bisections for the edge- 
explained as follows: Facets are generated in pairs, corre- zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA20 searching algorithm typically produced errors less than 1%, 
sponding to complementary (minimum-maximum) settings which is reasonable for flight control applications. For 
of the fixed controls associated with each facet. After a facet greater numbers of controls, the facet-search algorithm 
is generated, its complementary facet is easily calculated by began to take a prohibitive amount of time to calculate. 
changing controls at their minimum deflections to Therefore, the number of bisections was increased to eight 
maximum, and vice-versa. In testing the facets, the inter- zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAzs for the edge-searching algorithm in order to generate very 
section of ell with the plane of the facet is characterized as near optimal solutions (within approximately 0.005%) for 
a linear combination of three vectors consisting of one use in calculating errors in the pseudoinverse and CGI 
vertex and two edges from that vertex. This characterization algorithms. 
requires the inversion of a 2x2 matrix. The sign of the factor The pseudoinverse solution was shown to produce poor 
associated with the vertex is a first test of whether the facet 30 results with respect to optimality. Other closed-form gener- 
is a candidate for intersection (positive sign is required). If alized inverses are possible but even the “best” generalized 
this sign is positive, then that associated with the comple- inverse (which requires knowledge of the optimal solution to 
mentary facet is negative and it need not be tested. If the sign calculate), with respect to optimality is still poor. A typical 
is negative, however, then the complementary facet must be flight control application with seven controls has been 
tested, requiring another matrix inversion. It may be argued 3s considered. With great difficulty, a collection of 48 gener- 
that in the true worst case every facet tested would require alized inverses (which required knowledge of the optimal 
the testing of its complementary facet, but this is a highly solution to calculate) were determined that collectively 
unlikely case, roughly equivalent to the occurrence of heads returned admissible solutions over 84.6% of the volume of 
turning up in m(m-1) coin tosses. at best. This result is roughly equivalent to a 5% error in 

The linear increase of floating point operations required 40 magnitude uniformly over all the optimal solutions which is 
vs. number of controls for the bisecting edge search algo- greater than the worst error observed in any case, and several 
rithm is similarly explained. At each step the two- orders of magnitude worse than the typical error, using 
dimensional problem is solved, and the number of edges of bisecting edge searching. Within the range of numbers of 
the two-dimensional is 2 m. Once the maximum number controls of interest in flight control applications (4-20 
of permissible bisections is set, the order of computational 4s controls), the error behavior associated with the CGI 
complexity is set. The variability in the number of required method, as implemented herein, makes its use problematic. 
floating point operations is related to the number of edge If the desired objective is in fact attainable then the CGI 
determinations required between bisections. For similar solution has small mean error, but occasionally exhibits 
reasons, it is difficult to establish a worst-case requirement, quite large errors. If the desired objective is not attainable by 
since the number of bisections as well as the number of steps SO as little as 10% greater than attainable, then the mean error 
between bisections may vary. becomes unacceptably large. The mean error may be 

The linear increase of floating point operations required expected to range from 7% to 15%, with maximum errors 
vs. number of controls for the pseudoinverse solution is a greater than 175%, for desired moments 110% greater in 
simple consequence of the fact that it is a linear solution to magnitude than are attainable. The problem is, of course, 
a linear problem, and there is no variability. Similar reason- ss that the maximum attainable objective in a particular direc- 
ing applies to the results shown for the CGI method. Fewer tion is not known to the CGI algorithm. There are possible 
floating point operations may be expected for the CGI means of restricting the desired objectives to only those that 
method for desired objectives that are greater than or less are attainable, such as fitting an ellipsoid to the minimum 
than maximum attainable. The two extremes that justify this and maximum attainable objectives along each of the axes, 
assertion are the case in which no controls are over-saturated 60 but none have been reported in the literature. 
on the first inversion, in which case the CGI and pseudoin- Conclusions 
verse solutions are the same; and the case in which all The method of bisecting edge searching is clearly 
controls are over-saturated i, on the first inversion, in which superior, with respect to computational requirements, to that 
case no controls are left over for subsequent inversions. of facet searching since the former increases in computa- 

Understanding of the behavior of the size of the errors 65 tional complexity linearly with the number of controls while 
associated with the bisecting edge-search algorithm is best the latter increases quadratically. With respect to optimality 
achieved by considering the solid angles at the origin that are of the solutions afforded by these two methods, facet search- 
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ing is superior since it always returns the optimal solution. FIG. 20(a) shows a solution space zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAa,, with y3 oriented 
However, the frequency of occurrence of sub optimal soh-  directly out of the page, and the optimal solution p,. 
tions associated with bisecting edge searching is not great FIG. 20(b) shows the corresponding zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAQ2, and its optimal 
(typically less than 10% of cases examined), and the mag- solution p2. Clearly, the edge that contains p2 is one of the 
nitude of the error, when encountered, is small. 5 four edges that define the facet that contains p,. In the 

with respect to computationa~ requirements, to that of the problem yields information about the solution to the three- 
pseudoinverse. While both methods increase in computa- 
tional comp~exity linearly with the number of controls, the The identification of a single edge of the solution facet of 
former increases at a rate that is from three to seven times IO zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA@3 is i ~ ~ ~ f l i c i e n t  to uniquely determine that facet. FIGS. 
greater (depending on the number of bisections used) than 
that required for the pseudoinverse. With respect to opti- vertices and 

mality of the solutions afforded by these two 
shown that the bisecting edge-searching algorithm is greatly 

The method of bisecting edge searching is clearly inferior, particular case shown, the solution of the two-dimensional 

Problem. 

21(a)-(4 show how Other edges may be determined. 
21(a) is the Same as 

upward, and Y3 is 

20(a) with 
it was edges identified. Y2 is understood to be 

Out Of the page in each figure. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAAS 
before, 1, is coincident with y,. The solution point p3 is 
identified in (a), along with the four vertices zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAv i  and edges eij 
of the solution facet, 

In FIG. 21(a), solving the two-dimensional problem will 
identify edge e2,,. To identify other edges, zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA@, is rotated 
about y,, and y2-y3 redefined such that y3 is always normal 

negative as conventionally defined, so that the top of the 
figure is receding from FIGS. 21(a) through (4. In FIGS. 
21(b) and zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA(c), the two-dimensional solution remains e2,,, but 
the solution facet becomes more nearly “edge-on’’ to the 
viewpoint along y,. From FIGS. 21(c) to (4, the solution 

The second preferred embodiment of the method of the facet proceeds to the ‘‘back” of the figure, and edge 
present invention addresses the following problem state- becomes the edge containing the solution to the two- 
ment: dimensional problem. The two edges e2,, and uniquely 

3o determine the solution facet, and the three-dimensional 

The problem statement involves a linear map B, from Various geometrical features of the vertices and edges of 
Q2 and @, will be used to help figure out which edges are 9tm+9t3, y3=B,u, where u&” are the controls with effec- 
part of the solution. In FIG. 21(a), viewed as Q2, when 

tiveness B, in generating the objectives y3e9t3. The subset of 3s traversing the edges around the figure, v2 is “above” 1, 
admissible controls is Q, U E Q + U , ~ , , ~ ~ U ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ , ~ ,  where (positive y2 component) and v3 is “below” that line. The 
i= l  . . . m. The subset of attainable objectives @, is the image above-below feature may be used to identify the edge 
of Q 2  Y F B ~ ~ € @ ~ + ~ C Q .  The three-objective optimal con- without actually solving for p2. In FIGS. 21(a)-(c), viewed 
trol allocation problem is, given B,, Q, and a half-line 1, in as a,, the identified edge e2,3 is “behind” 1, (has a negative 
the direction of some arbitrary desired objective Y , ~ ,  find the 4o y3 component when its y2 component is zero), and in FIG. 

2 ( 4  is “in front of 1,. These relationships are simplified intersection of 1 with a(@,), the convex hull of a,. 
by the transformation of the problem to align Y , ~ ,  with the 
y,-axis, and this is the primary motivation for doing so. The 

The method of the present invention in accordance with qualities of in-frontness and behindness will play a role in 
the second preferred embodiment includes identifying ver- 4s determining which edges are candidate members of the 
tices and edges of a(@,). Certain geometrical properties of solution facet. 
these vertices and edges are used to identify those that are in It should be clear from FIG. 21 that, when the solution 
the vicinity of the solution p,. Those vertices and edges axe facet is exactly “edge-on’’ to y1-y2, infinitesimal rotations in 
then systematically collected to form a set of vertices and either direction about y, will alternatively present e2,, and 
edges that are part of the facet that contains the solution p,. so as the solution edge to the two-dimensional problem. 
If the solution facet is determined in this manner, the Thus, two edges-one in front of and one behind 1,-are 
problem is solved. Otherwise, the set of vertices and edges more likely part of the solution facet if the angle of rotation 
are combined in a manner that permits calculation of an about y, that separates them is “small”. 
approximate solution. It is natural at this point to ask if there is always a rotation 

It is assumed, without loss of generality, that the desired 5s that places the solution facet edge-on. The answer is yes. 
Objective Y3d9 is in the Of the yi-axis, Or YT3d’&3, Denote the normal vector to the solution facet in zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA3’ as n. 
l={l,O,O}. For any arbitrary Y3,d#0, there is a (non-unique) The facet will be edge-on when n lies in the plane y1-y2, or 
nonsingular transformation of the problem that satisfies this when its y3 component is zero, It is easy to verify that for a 
condition. Then, l,={a,, 0, 0}, a,20.  transformation T(8): 

superior. 1s . 
The method of bisecting edge searching is comparable, 

with respect to computational requirements, to the (CGI) 
solutions. Both methods increase in computational complex- 
ity linearly with the number of controls, and the former 
increases at a slightly lower rate than that required for the 20 

by these two methods, it was shown that the bisecting 
edge-searching algorithm is greatly superior. 

(CGI), With respect to optimality of the solutions afforded to the projection. In the figure, the rotation about Y1 is 

2. The Second Preferred Embodiment 2s 

Problem Statement problem is solved. 

Method 

The first part of the method, identifying vertices and edges 60 

a(@,), is done by examining a two-dimensional projection 0 
of a,, that projection denoted Q2. The motivation for 
examining Q2 is two-fold: (1) The convex hull is the 
projection of a(@,), so that vertices and edges of d(@J are 
in a one-to-one correspondence with some of the vertices 65 

and edges of a(@,); and (2) The two dimensional problem 
is easy to solve. FIGS. 20(a) and (b) depict this relationship. 

there is always some 8, such that the y3 component of T(8)n 
is zero. 
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Summary. The method of the second preferred embodi- aoUbo={O 0 -1 10)‘ 

aoUco={l zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA0 -1 1 0)‘ 
ment of the present invention, thus, solves the three- 
dimensional optimal allocation problem as follows: 

1. Transform the problem to align y3d with yl. 
2. Find the edge of zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAa, that crosses 1,. 

5 boUco={O 1-1 1 O ) l  

From this process, we may easily establish that the 
smallest object that contains both bo and co is also 
2-dimensional. 

Application to a,. While this object-notation is defined in 

3. Perform systematic rotations T(0) about yl, repeating 
step 2 until step 4 is satisfied. 

4. When two edges are found, one in front of and the other 
behind l,, separated by a suitably small rotation angle, 
form the union of the two edges (see section below for zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

- \  

union operations). terms of the m-dimensional set of admissible control deflec- 
(a) If the union is a facet, and p, is on that facet, solve tions Q, it may be used to describe objects in the lower 

the problem. dimensional sets of attainable objectives. These lower- 
(b) If the union is a facet, and P3 is not on that facet, 1s dimensional objects are simply the images, through the 

either approximate the solution or return to step 3. linear transformations B, (for a,) or B, (for a,), of all 
(‘1 If the edges do not form a facet, either approxi- points on the object in m-space, Thus, when we speak of an 

mate the solution or return to step 3. edge in a, using this object-notation, it is understood that zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
An Algebra for Control Allocation 

a convex polytope, is bounded by faces that are images of If we desire the coordinates of an object in a, (n=2 or 3), 
(n-1)-dimensional objects in zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAQfl. Each face may be thought then we convert the object-notation to a control vector: From 
of as the structure that results from varying (n-1) controls the object-notation, actual minimum/maximum limits are 
over their ranges of admissible values while all other con- assigned to the non-zero elements, for the 0 elements, the 
trols are fixed at some combination of minimum and maxi- 25 vertices of the object in afl are determined by setting all 

themselves convex polytopes, bounded by polytopes of 
controls, then multiplying the resulting control vectors by dimension one less than the face. This geometry continues 

down to the minimal nonempty face, the O-dimensional B,. Alternatively, some specific values of the controls asso- 
vertices, F~~ the three-dimensional problem being 3o ciated with the 0 elements, within their admissible ranges, 
considered, n=3 and a, is bounded by 2-dimensional facets. may be assigned. Multiplying this control vector by Bfl 

Object-Notation. Vertices, edges, facets, and higher- yields a general point on the object in afl. 
dimensional objects zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA%m are conveniently denoted in With respect to notation, we use the superscript u to 
object-notation by an m-vector oo (with the superscript zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA“0” denote an object in with actual control deflections in 
signifying that object-notation is employed), defined as 35 place of the integers. This is notional, of course, for those 
fo~~ows :  If on the object a control is at its maximum, the controls that axe given by 0, and the interpretation is that that 
integer 1 is assigned; if it is at its minimum, -1 is assigned; control ranges from its minimum to its maximum deflection, 
and if it is free to vary on the object, 0 is assigned. Thus, a Thus, ou is o~ with actual deflections, The image of ou in 
vertex would be represented by a vector consisting only of 
-1’s and +l’s, an edge would have one 0, a facet two O’S, 40 3tfl is loosely Bfl.oU, which is understood to map whole 
and so on, The dimension of an object oo, dim(oO), is the ranges of control deflections if required. We denote these 
number of 0’s in its representation in object-notation. images with the superscript y. 

Union. Given any two objects thus represented, it is easy Note that all objects defined by object-notation are on the 
to find their union, which is the smallest object that contains convex hull of Q with one exception, The exception is the 
the two. The two objects are compared on an element-by- 45 object consisting of all O’s, which represents the entire set of 
element basis. If the corresponding elements of the first and admissible controls, A single non-zero entry denotes one of 
second objects are different, a 0 is assigned to the result, the (m-l)-dimensional hyper-facets of Q. Smaller dimen- 
otherwise their common value is assigned. Given ool and sional objects are analogous to vertices or edges on a 

three-dimensional cube: They do not constitute the entire oo2, for i=i . . . m: 

boundary (convex hull) of the cube, but they are all on that 
boundary. 

Not all of the objects defined by object-notation in afl are 
on For a 3-dimensional a,, only (n-1) or 

55 2-dimensional and smaller objects-those with 2 or fewer 
0’s in object-notationdan exist on the boundary a(@,). 
Demonstrably, not all objects in Q that are of acceptable 
dimension will map to a(@,). 

It is well known that the subset of attainable moments afl, 2o the image Of the corresponding Object in 

mum Each Of the (n-l> faces are combinations of minima and maxima of the corresponding 

For an Of the union Operation, consider five This algebra is used to determine whether two edges have 
6o as their union a facet that contains the intersection with 1,. 

Details of Method 
Initial Transformation. The first step is to transform the 

problem to align Y , ~ ,  with yl. There are many ways to derive 
65 such a transformation; the method shown here is reasonably 

efficient, and easily generalizes to higher dimensional prob- 
lems. 

controls and the three objects a’, bo, and co, with 

aO={l 0 -1 1 1)‘ 

bo={-1 1-1 1 -1)‘ 

c0={1 1-1 10)‘ 

Objects a0 and co are edges (one 0), and object bo is a 
vertex (no 0’s). Moreover, we have 
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ing just the first two rows of B, and the first two components 
of y3& Denote the 2-dimensional problem as B, and yZd, 

Assume that y3d has been normalized, Ily3dl12=1. Consider 
a transformation G such that The row vectors ri are rows of B,. Thus, B,, u,,,, u,,,, 

i o  and yZd collectively define a two-dimensional, m-control 
allocation problem. The two-dimensional subset of attain- 
able moments is denoted @,, and is the projection of @, into 
the plane of yl-y,. Thus, l,=(a,, 0), a,20, and the optimal 
solution is at the point p2=(aman, 0), p,d(@,). The exist- 

Denote the vertices a, as v~i={v~i, l ,  v~ i ,2}~Es2,  i= l  , , , 
nv. In general, there exists one vertex, denoted by vyl whose 

vertices: 

= (  % }  
is ence of the point p, is assumed. 

We assume that none of Yid, i = l  . . zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA. 3  are zero and relegate 
those problems to the category zero 

zero element requires possibly a shuffling with subsequent 
solution of a trivial 2x2 problem). With that assumption, let 20 

elements just requires Possibly a shuffling of rows, and on y1 component vvl,l is greater than or equal to that of all other 

V~*={{Y~,~*,  zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAY~,~Y} '~*~IY~,~Y~Y~,~~, i=2 . . . nv} zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
G =  0 g22 g23 In FIG. 21(b), vyl is the vertex denoted v,. (In subsequent 

rotations of @, the same vertex is always vyl since the values 
25 of y1 components will not change). The vertex is properly 

labeled in FIG. 22. In the event there is more than one vertex 
that share the maximum y1 component, any one may be 
chosen for purposes of this discussion. 

Denote by v={vyl, . . . vy,,,} the ordered set of all vertices 
30 a(@,). The vertices are placed in clockwise order about @, 

if the y, component of vyl is positive or zero, vY1,,2O, and 
ordered counterclockwise otherwise. Denote by E={eYi,i+l, 
ey,v,l}, i = l  . . . n,,-1 the set of edges @, generated by 
connecting two consecutive vertices v. Thus, E is the convex 

35 hull of @,. FIG. 22 depicts these definitions for the figure 
introduced in FIG. 20(b). 

Determination of the Edge. One of the edges dip,ip+l=eYp 
contains the point p,. This edge is characterized by the fact 

g3I g32 g33 [II y2d y 3 d 1  

Take all square roots to be positive. Constructively, the 
elements g, may be determined according to: 

g 3 l - m  

g3z=-Y ldYzdk31 

g33=-YldY3dg31 

gzz=-~l-Yz:-g3,z 

gz3=-(YzdY3d+g3zg33)lgzz 

It is easy to verify that this algorithm yields a unitary G 
and Gy,,={l, 0, O}? To ensure IGI=+l, the second (or third) 4o that it 
row is multiplied by sgn(y,,), the sign of y3& 

the Y i  axis, Or 

In subsequent discussions, any reference to a B, matrix is 
taken to mean the original matrix, say B30rig, left-multiplied zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA~ g ~ ( ~ ~ p , z Y ) ~ ~ g ~ ( ~ ~ p + l , z ~ ~  

by G: 
There will be two such edges, but by ordering the vertices 

45 in the clockwise or counterclockwise manner described, the 
solution edge is always the first such one encountered in 
traversing the edges in e starting at eyl,,. Thus, if we have 
vyl, and the sets v and E, the two-dimensional optimal 
control allocation problem is easily solved. 

B3=G B30rcg 

Then, if u solves B,u={l, 0, 0 } 9  it also solves B,,,igu= 
Y3d9 l.e.? 

We begin by finding vu1 and vyl as follows: 
1. Determine the controls vu1 that generate vyl, by inspec- 

tion of the first row of B,: If B,(l, i)<O, then the ith control 
in vu1, vul,i is uMi,. Otherwise, it is uMaxi. This maximizes 
the product of the first row of B, with u, which is the y1 of 

B3u={ i,O,O}' 

-G-~B,u=G-~ { I ,O,O}~ 

-B30rcgu=y3d 

It is interesting to note that the transformation G has only 55 B,u, 

2. 
Now, consider a continuous rotation of the Yi-Yz axes 

through an angle (I to new coordinates ytl-yt2. The rotation 

to be non-singular for the above equation to hold, i.e., 
rotation matrices are not required. Thus, the solution u to 
B30rigu=y3d is also the solution to G B,,,igu=Gy,d for any 
given G, IGI#O. 
Solution of the Two-Dimensional Problem 

Any solution to the two-dimensional problem may be 
used. The method described in this section is robust and 
reasonably efficient. The method does require that a list of m 
elements be sorted, for which algorithms are readily avail- 
able. 65 

Two-Dimensional Geometry. The two-dimensional pro- 
jection we are considering is that which results from retain- 

VY1=B2 vul. 

60 is represented by: 

B; = m2 = 1: J 

We take the rotation matrix to be clockwise if vY1,,2O, 
and counterclockwise otherwise: 
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thus generated is tested. When two consecutive edges are 
found, one in front of and one behind l,, the angle 0 is halved 
and the direction of rotation reversed. A set number of 
bisections is performed and the last two edges satisfying the zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

s criteria are retained. Thus, for eight bisections the last zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
As the axes are rotated the vertex with the maximum y', rotation is through an angle of about zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAy6O, which is SUE- 

component changes; through a complete rotation each vertex ciently small for most problems, 
on zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAa(@,) will be identified, thus generating v. New vertices Given a half-line 1, in the direction of some arbitrary 
will be identified as signs of the entries in r', change. The desired objective Y,~, to find the intersection of 1, with a(@,) 
angle at which a sign change takes place is the angle at i o  means to find the facet r, dim(!?)=2, on a(@,) that contains 
which an entry in r'l becomes zero. The angle zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA$j  at which the the intersection. We will generate candidate facets by finding 
j" entry ' I l j  of r', is zero is given by two edges eTcd(@,) and e,Ycd(@,), and their union 

oo=eloUe:. 
If dim(0°)=2 then OY is a candidate P. We then test P to 

The facet is 2-dimensional and has two zeros in (say) 
The 2 sign here means to take both angles, which are then the ith and j" positions. The four vertices of !? are con- 

placed in the range of principal values 0<$j<2x. By calcu- structed by assigning all combinations of -1 and +1 to those 
lating $j ,  j=I . . . m, a list of 2 m angles is created. Consider positions. Construct three vertices as the following combi- 
the least of these angles, say $,, $i=min($j), j=1 . . . 2 m. In zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA20 nations in the ifh and j" positions: (1, 1) (object vl0), (1, -1) 
the continuous rotation (here counterclockwise), $, would be (object vZo), and (-1, 1) (object v30). Hence e,,,o=v,oUv,o 
the angle at which vyl just ceases being the vertex with the and e,,,o=v,oUv,o are both edges of !?. That is, we have a 
maximum y', component. The new vertex with maximum vertex and two edges emanating from that vertex. Thus, all 
y', component will differ from vol only in the ith entry. The points pf on B are given by the vector equation, 
same would obviously be true for the greatest of the angles 2s 

T =  [ cos4 ssin4] 
-sin# cos4 1 zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAs = Sgn (v?,,) 

r'l,l=rl,l cos @l+rz,l sin $=O 

@l=rtan~l(rl,l/rZ,l), 0S@l<2n IS determine if it contains the intersection of 1,. 

generated, except a clockwise path is described. Hence the 
list, originally ordered by control numbering, is sorted from 

P ~ v 1 ~ + c l , z ~ ~ z ~ - ~ l v + ~ 1 , 3 ~ ~ 3 ~ - ~ l v  

oscl,zsl, oscl,3sl 
greatest to least (clockwise) or from least to greatest 
(counterclockwise), along with their original indices. The Note that the vertices vly, vZy, and v ,~ ,  are generally not 
resulting list of indices is the sequence in which controls 30 the Same as those defined for @, (as in equation 8). The 
change from vertex to vertex, beginning at vl0 and progress- half-line 1, consists of all points (a,, 0, O)=a,&,20. In order 
ing around a(@). Hence the set of vertices v and the set of for B to contain the intersection p3 of 1, it is necessary and 
edges E are easily constructed. In summary, sufficient that there be some point on 1, that satisfies equa- 

1. Calculate the list L+={$j}; associated with this list is a tion 12. In other words, we solve the following equation for 
list of control numbers L,. 35 c1,2, and c1,3: 

@l=rtan~l(rl,l/rZ,l), 0S@l<2n, j=1 . . . m 

L,={l, 1, 2, 2 , .  . . , m, m} { s;} = [&,1(v? - v;,cv: - vi , l r lv :  

2. Sort L+ from least to greatest if v,,,Y<O, or greatest to 40 

least if vl,zy20. Sort L, along with L+, and denote the result 
Lju. 

3. Beginning with vIo generate as many elements of v and 
E as needed. Given the ith element of L', is the integer j, vi+,' 
is obtained from vl0 by changing the sign of the j" com- 45 

ponent of vp. Then any edge ei,i+lo=v~Uvi+lo, and 
v,ouv,o. 

4. As each new vertex vp  is generated, find v: and vy. 
When sgn(v,,,y)#sgn(v,+l,zy) then epo=v~Uvi+lo=vip+,oUvip+ 
1' contains the point p,. 

5. The Y3 component of e/, at the Point its Yz component 
is zero, is calculated, and the Y3 component's sign used to 

Then if a,20, OSC,,,Sl, and OSC,,,Sl, P is the 
solution facet, and the optimal solution uu is 

u~=v1~+c1,z(vz~-v1~)+cl,3(v3~-vl~) 

Approximations. In combining the two edges ey, zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAc a(@,) 
and ey, c a(@,), and their union oO=eo,UeO,, two problems 
can arise: 

1. The union of oo may be a facet but not contain p,. 
2. The union of oo may not be a facet, i.e., dim(0°)#2. 
Case 1 is rare, and usually occurs when p, is very near a 

vertex. For case 2, it is extremely rare for dim(0°)<2. For any 
of the described cases, however, the approximation set forth 
in FIG. 23 returns very good results. 

With reference to FIG, 23, the approximation is per- 
formed entirely in the y2-y, plane. The two edges ey, and ey, 
are shown, with ey, in front of 1, and ey, behind. Also, the 
vertices defining the two edges are depicted with v ~ l  and v ~ 3  
above, and v ~ 2  and v ~ 4  below 1,. 

The approximation is performed by interpolating along 
each edge to find points wy, and wy2, then interpolating 
between wY1 and wy, to find the point of intersection with l,, 
denoted p,, That is, the scalar interpolation factors k,, 
i = l  , , , 3 are determined such that 

determine if epy is in front of or behind 1,. 
Implementation Notes: 

1. The actual angles $ are not needed, just their ordering. 55 
Actual calculation of the arctangent is not required. 

2. Although we describe the list as 02$j<2x, the whole 
range in needed only if the entire convex hull of @, is to be 
generated. For purposes of identifying e,', only those angles 
in the first and fourth quadrants are needed. 

The objective of the rotations T(0) is to find two edges, 
one in front of and the other behind 13, separated by a 
suitably small rotation angle. In the current real-time imple- 
mentations a bisection method is used. Beginning with the 
original orientation, the two-dimensional problem is solved 65 

and the edge is tested to determine if it is in front of or 

6o 

behind 1,. Rotations of 0=x/4 are performed, and each edge w1Y=klvlY+(l-kl)v2Y 
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wZy=kzv3Y+(1 -kZ)vdy 

fi3Y=k3w1Y+(1-k3)wZY 

The solution u is approximated by 

u=fi3"=k3w1"+(1-k3)wz" 

In using this approximation, one must check that the 
resulting control deflections are within their limits and 
truncate them, if necessary. 
Implementation 

The method of the present invention was tested in version 
5 of MATLAB. Uniformly random B, matrices and desired 
objectives were generated for numbers of controls ranging 
from four to twenty. The values in the B, matrices were 
within the range 21, and control limits were set at 21 for 
each case. 

It was verified that the algorithm displayed computational 
requirements that varied linearly with the number of con- 
trols. The maximum number of floating-point operations zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
(npops) for the edge-searching algorithm varied as npops= 
1701+264(m-4)(r2=0.994). 

The facet-searching algorithm previously employed dis- 
played quadratic dependency, npops=6968-1244(m-4)+901 
(m-4)2(r2=0.999). 

With respect to errors that resulted from approximations 
to the solution, 100 problems were generated for each case 
of four through twenty controls. Percentages of error were 
defined as follows: zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

l lP i  -Pill, 

llP411, zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAErr(%) = 100. ~ 

where $3 is the optimal objective and zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAfY', is the objective 
generated by the approximate solution. 

With five bisections maximum, the number of errors 
ranged from three per hundred cases with few (4 to 6) 
controls, to 17 per hundred cases for 19 controls. Increasing 
the maximum permitted number of bisections generally 
decreased the number of errors. The greatest maximum error 
encountered was 4.4%, and the least maximum error was 
0.034%. The greatest maximum error decreased rapidly as 
the number of controls was increased. For numbers of 
controls greater than seven, no errors greater than 1% were 
generated in any of the several thousand cases tested with 
numbers of bisections from five to eight. 

F-15 ACTIVE Simulation. Extensive real-time evalua- 
tions of the edge-searching algorithm were conducted using 
an F-15 ACTIVE (Advanced Control Technology for Inte- 
grated Vehicles) simulation. The F-15 ACTIVE control law 
and mixer were implemented in the modified 2FI22Amotion 
based simulator at Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State 
University. All simulations were run at a 100 Hz frame rate. 

The F-15 ACTIVE utilized twelve control effectors with 
individual position and rate limits. The effectors were left/ 
right horizontal tails, leftiright ailerons, leftiright canards, 
leftiright rudders, leftiright trailing edge flaps, leftiright 
pitch thrust vectoring and leftiright yaw thrust vectoring. 

A comparison of the original control mixer with the 
edge-searching control allocation method was performed. 
Framewise, or moment rate allocation was implemented 
with various restoring methods, including minimum-norm 
and minimum-drag. The high-fidelity control law of the F-15 
ACTIVE was retained. Off-line "batch" as well as real-time 
piloted simulations were completed to evaluate the perfor- 
mance of the allocators. The aircraft was flown real-time 
through highly aggressive air-combat maneuvering and 

22 
terrain-following tasks. Various tests intended to stress the 
control allocator were performed, including reduced control 
effectiveness, and realtime reconfiguration following simu- 
lated control failures. 

The results of all of these evaluations were unremarkable. 
No problems specific to the control allocation method were 
encountered during the simulation. 

FIG. 24 is a flow diagram showing steps included in the 
method of the present invention. The method begins by 
defining a solution space which contains a polytope that 
represents the optimal solutions of a three-objective control 
allocation problem. (Block 1). The problem is then trans- 
formed to align the desired objective with a principal axis. 
(Block 2). The following five steps are then repeated a fixed 

15 number of times or until a solution is found, whichever 
comes first. The polytope is transformed by rotation about 
the axis identified in step 2 (Block 3) and the transformed 
polytope is projected into a two-dimensional plane (Block 
4). Solution edges are identified by rotating the two- 

2o dimensional polytope about an axis normal to the two- 
dimensional plane (Blocks zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA5 and 6). The solution edges are 
those containing the intersections of the axis selected in step 
2 with the projected polytope. The edges thus identified are 
combined to generate candidate solutions (Block 7). Can- 

25 didate solutions are tested to determine the solution to the 
optimal control allocation problem. (Block 8). 

Other modifications and variations to the invention will be 
apparent to those skilled in the art from the foregoing 
disclosure. Thus, while only certain embodiments of the 

3o invention have been specifically described herein, it will be 
apparent that numerous modifications may be made thereto 
without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention. 

For example, while the invention has heretofore been 
described as setting the control effectors for an aircraft, those 

35 skilled in the art can appreciate that the present invention 
also has direct application to the control of any dynamic 
system that utilizes control effectors that are redundant, and 
limited in their ranges of application and effectiveness. 
Examples of these dynamic systems include the control of 

4o robots, the control of spacecraft, the control of chemical 
reactions and processes, and the control of manufacturing 
processes. 

Moreover, the problem solved by the present invention 
may also be solved by a well-established method known as 
Linear Programming (LP). The present invention, however, 
is superior to LP methods in that it requires far fewer 
calculations to solve the problem than LP methods. It 
follows that there are LP problems, not restricted to flight 
control applications, that may be solved by the present 
invention. Examples of LP problems that may be solved 
with greater computational efficiency by the present inven- 
tion are optimal distribution of limited resources in 
planning, routing, scheduling, assignment, and design. 
Industries that make use of LP and its extensions include zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

55 transportation, energy, telecommunications, and manufac- 
turing of many kinds. 

5 

45 . 

I claim: 
1. Amethod for calculating a solution to a three-objective 

(a) defining a solution space which contains a polytope 
that represents an optimal solution of said three- 
objective control allocation problem; 

(b) transforming the problem to align a desired objective 
with a first of a plurality of axes; 

(c) rotating the polytope about said first axis; 
(d) creating a projection of said rotated polytope in a 

control allocation problem, comprising: 

6o 

65 

two-dimensional plane; 
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(e) rotating the polytope about a second of said plurality 
of axes which is normal to said two-dimensional plane; zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

( f )  identifying an edge of intersection of said first axis 

determining a first edge of the projection of said polytope 
in the two-dimensional plane which crosses a half-line 
oriented in the direction of said desired objective; 

with the projected polytope; 
(g) generating at least one candidate solution from the zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA’ 

identified edge; 
(h) repeating steps (c)<g) a predetermined number of 

times to identify an optimal solution to the three- 
objective control allocation problem. 

10 
2. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
setting control effectors of a dynamic system based on 

said solution to the three-objective control allocation 
problem. 

3. The method of claim 2, wherein said dynamic system 1~ 
is an aircraft. 

4. The method of claim 2, wherein said dynamic system 
is a robot. 

5. The method of claim 2, wherein said dynamic system 

rotating said polytope about another of said three axes; 

creating a projection of said rotated polytope on a two- 
dimensional plane; 

determining a second edge of the projection of said 
rotated polytope in the two-dimensional plane which 
crosses said half-line oriented in the direction of said 
desired objective; 

forming a union of said first and second edges; and 

determining a solution to the control allocation problem 
based on the union of said first and second edges. 

10. The method of claim 9, further comprising: 

setting control effectors of a dynamic system based on 
said solution to the control allocation aroblem. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

20 11. The method of claim 9, wherein one of said first and 
6. The method of claim 2, wherein said dynamic system 

second edges is in front of said half-line and the other of said 

,, The method of claim 2, wherein said dynamic system first and second edges is behind said half-line. 
12. The method of claim 9, wherein if the union of said 

8. The method of claim 1, wherein said second axis is a 2s first and second edges lies on a facet of said PolYtoPe, said 
solution is an optimal solution. 

9. Amethod for calculating a solution to a three-objective 13. The method of claim 9, wherein if the union of said 
first and second edges does not lie on a facet of said 

transforming said control allocation problem into a polytope, said solution is deemed not to be optimal, said 
polytope, said transforming step including aligning a 30 method further comprising approximating an near-optimal 
desired objective with one of three axes; solution. 

is a spacecraft. 

is one which controls chemical reactions and processes. 

is one which controls a manufacturing process. 

half line. 

control allocation problem, comprising: 

creating a projection of said polytope on a two- 
dimensional plane; * * * * *  


